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ncreased Amygdala and Decreased Dorsolateral
refrontal BOLD Responses in Unipolar Depression:
elated and Independent Features

reg J. Siegle, Wesley Thompson, Cameron S. Carter, Stuart R. Steinhauer, and Michael E. Thase

ackground: Major depressive disorder is characterized by increased and sustained emotional reactivity, which has been linked to
ustained amygdala activity. It is also characterized by disruptions in executive control, linked to abnormal dorsolateral prefrontal
ortex (DLPFC) function. These mechanisms have been hypothesized to interact in depression. This study explored relationships
etween amygdala and DLPFC activity during emotional and cognitive information processing in unipolar depression.
ethod: Twenty-seven unmedicated patients with DSM-IV unipolar major depressive disorder and 25 never-depressed healthy control

ubjects completed tasks requiring executive control (digit sorting) and emotional information processing (personal relevance rating
f words) during event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) assessment.
esults: Relative to control subjects, depressed subjects displayed sustained amygdala reactivity on the emotional tasks and decreased
LPFC activity on the digit-sorting task. Decreased relationships between the time-series of amygdala and DLPFC activity were observed
ithin tasks in depression, but different depressed individuals showed each type of bias.
onclusions: Depression is associated with increased limbic activity in response to emotional information processing and decreased DLPFC
ctivity in response to cognitive tasks though these may reflect separate mechanisms. Depressed individuals also display decreased

elationships between amygdala and DLPFC activity, potentially signifying decreased functional relationships among these structures.
ey Words: Amygdala, DLPFC, emotion, executive control, fMRI,
egulation

elationships between two aspects of unipolar depression
subserving cognitive and emotional information process-
ing were examined in this study. The first is increased and

ustained amygdala activity (Abercrombie et al 1998; Drevets
999; Drevets et al 1992) especially in response to emotional
nformation (Sheline et al 2001; Siegle et al 2002). Because the
mygdala is important for recognition and generation of emotion
LeDoux 1996), this phenomenon may underlie involuntary
laboration on negative topics, which is linked to depressive
everity and persistence (Ingram 1984; Nolen-Hoeksema et al
993; Teasdale 1988). The second aspect involves disruptions of
xecutive control (Goodwin 1997; Ottowitz et al 2002), associ-
ted with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). Disrupted
LPFC activity has been observed in depression (Baxter et al
989; Bench et al 1993; Davidson et al 2000; Drevets 1999;
arvey et al 2005; Mayberg et al 1999). These mechanisms may

nteract: if executive control is necessary for emotion regulation
Metcalfe and Mischel 1999) and, specifically, if the DLPFC
nitiates a process of emotion regulation that results in inhibition
f limbic regions such as the amygdala (Davidson 2000, 2003;
revets and Raichle 1998; Mayberg et al 1999; Ochsner et al 2002;
004), sustained emotional reactivity might result indirectly from
ecreased DLPFC function. Indeed, increased and sustained
mygdala activity has been linked to decreased DLPFC activity in
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healthy (Dolcos and McCarthy 2006) and depressed individuals
(Siegle et al 2002).

Yet relationships between DLPFC and amygdala function in
depression have not yet been examined explicitly because the
same depressed individuals have not been imaged during tasks
requiring DLPFC function (executive control) but not emotional
processing, as well as emotional information processing tasks.
Although initial results support behavioral deficits in both emo-
tional information processing and executive control in the same
individuals (Langenecker et al 2005), these behavioral deficits
were not correlated. Neuroimaging may provide a more sensitive
measure of these task-related relationships.

Importantly, there are not direct connections from the DLPFC
to the amygdala. Rather, the DLPFC’s influence may be mediated
by connections from the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(VMPFC), the rostral anterior cingulate gyrus, and the orbital
frontal cortex to the amygdala (Ghashghaei and Barbas 2002; Ray
and Price 1993). These regions have been proximally identified
with emotion regulation. Inhibitory connections from the amyg-
dala back to multiple prefrontal regions (Amaral et al 1992;
Perez-Janaray and Vives 1991) could also allow excessive amyg-
dala activity to contribute to decreased prefrontal activity (Moore
and Grace 2000), even without endogenously disrupted DLPFC
activity.

Thus, there are multiple possible roles for the DLPFC in
increased amygdala activity in depression including 1) poor
ability to mobilize DLPFC resources for executive functioning,
including initiating emotion regulation. In this case, the same
individuals with disruptions of DLPFC activity on cognitive tasks
should display sustained amygdala activity during emotional
information processing. 2) If increased amygdala activity leads to
inhibition of the DLPFC, DLPFC impairment would be apparent
primarily on emotional information processing tasks. 3) Poten-
tially, DLPFC function is adequate in depression, but its regula-
tory communication with the amygdala is impaired, possibly
through decreased communication between the DLPFC and
proximally inhibitory regions such as the VMPFC. 4) Disruptions
of emotional information processing and executive control could

be independent. In this case, different individuals should display
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isruptions of amygdala activity during emotional information
rocessing and DLPFC activity on cognitive tasks.

To examine these possibilities, unmedicated depressed and
ealthy participants completed tasks designed to provoke limbic
eactivity to emotional stimuli and DLPFC activity during an
xecutive-control/working memory task. Our questions included
he following: 1) Do unmedicated depressed individuals display
ncreased and sustained amygdala activity to negative words (our
revious work Siegle et al 2002) had examined only unsuccess-
ully medicated depressed individuals)? 2) Do the same de-
ressed individuals who display increased amygdala activity
ollowing emotional stimuli also display disruptions of DLPFC
ctivity on a nonemotional working memory task? 3) Is there
vidence of disruptions in the relationship of amygdala and
LPFC function during emotional information processing in
epression?

This last question was addressed in two ways. First, we
xamined whether the entire amygdala and DLPFC time-series
ovaried. Similar research has used variants of zero-order corre-
ation (e.g., Anand et al 2005); additionally, to capture lagged or
elayed relationships (e.g., due to emotion regulation), we
mployed lagged cross-correlations. Second, relationships of
ask-related responses within individuals (i.e., are each partici-
ant’s large amygdala responses to negative words associated
ith large DLPFC responses?) were examined. Similar research
as used correlations of peak responses (Rissman et al 2004). To
etect relationships of other features of the waveforms (e.g.,
elating sustained amygdala activity to peak DLPFC activity), we
mployed functional canonical correlation.

Based on previous data and computational modeling (Siegle
999; Siegle et al 2002), we hypothesized that depression would be
ssociated with increased and sustained amygdala activity to emo-
ional stimuli and decreased DLPFC activity during the cognitive

able 1. Subject Demographics and Behavioral Data

easure Depressed

30a

Male, n 13
Caucasian, n 20

ge range 18–55
ge, M(SD) 38.0 (12.7)
ears Education, M(SD) 14.6 (2.8)
DI, M(SD) 26.8 (13.3)
edian No. Depressive Episodes 15 or more
AART VIQ equivalent 107.2 (9.0)

ost Scan Emotion Ratings of Employed Words (1 � very negative and 7 �
Positive words, M(SD) 5.8 (.68)
Negative words, M(SD) 2.31 (.70)
Neutral words, M(SD) 4.06 (.29)

eaction Times on the PRRT (msec)
Positive words, M(SD) 954 (353)
Negative words, M(SD) 1014 (283)
Neutral Words M(SD) 1065 (352)

igit-Sorting Percent Correct
Three Digits, M(SD) .91 (.18)
Four Digits, M(SD) .89 (.22)
Five Digits, M(SD) .87 (.23)

BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; NAART, North American Adult Reading
aAll participants completed the first task (digit sorting), but due to time

emographics are for the digit-sorting task. The personal-relevance rating
9 male, 12 Caucasian, Mean age � 36, Mean BDI � 3.7) and 20 depressed p
ask. We further hypothesized that these mechanisms would be
related; sustained amygdala activity would be explained by de-
creased DLPFC or decreased strength of coupling between DLPFC
and amygdala activity within participants. We did not hypothesize
that there would be a negative correlation between DLPFC and
amygdala activity on tasks involving emotional stimuli; if the DLPFC
is important for emotion regulation (e.g., Ochsner et al 2004), it
could become active following amygdala activity, leading to a
positive correlation. To examine mediating roles for a relevant
region of the VMPFC in this process, activity in the rostral anterior
cingulate cortex during emotional information processing and func-
tional connectivity (i.e., within-task relationships) of the amygdala
and DLPFC to the rostral anterior cingulate in regions showing
group differences were also examined.

Methods and Materials

Participants
Thirty patients with major depressive disorder and 28 healthy

control subjects (no current or historical Axis I disorder via SCID
[First et al 1996] diagnoses; demographics in Table 1) participated.
Participants described no health problems, eye problems, or psy-
choactive drug abuse in the past 6 months. Participants with a
history of psychosis, manic, or hypomanic episodes, or antidepres-
sant use within 2 weeks of testing (6 weeks for fluoxetine) were
excluded. Participants reported no excessive use of alcohol in the
past 6 months (one participant’s data was ambiguous, and he could
not be recontacted). All participants scored in the normal range on
a cognitive screen, (Nelson and Willison 1991); verbal IQ-equivalent
� 80. One control and one depressed participant’s data were
eliminated based on noncorrectable artifacts.

Procedure
Participants attended three appointments within three weeks:

Control Significant Difference

28a ns
11 ns
18 ns
19–50 —

31.5 (9.0) t(52.1) � �2.23, p � .03
15.8 (2.0) ns

4.6 (7.6) ns
0 —

107.4 (8.0) ns

ositive)
6.1 (.41) t(46.4) � 2.2, p � .03
2.00 (.49) ns
4.16 (.39) ns

1207 (618) ns
1297 (557) t(40.7) � �2.33, p � .02, Difference � 283 msec
1147 (481) ns

.86 (.23) —

.93 (.11) —

.89 (.17) —

ns, not significant; VIQ, Verbal Intelligence Quotient.
traints, other tasks were not administered to some participants. Reported
as completed by a subset of participants including 21 control participants

pants (9 male, 13 Caucasian, Mean age � 38.8, Mean BDI � 27.3).
very p

Test;
cons
1) signing internal review board–approved consent forms, com-

www.sobp.org/journal
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leting a SCID, and taking a vision test; 2) tasks during psychophys-
ologic assessment; 3) the same tasks during functional magnetic
esonance imaging (fMRI) assessment. A digit-sorting task was
dministered first to avoid confounding by previous emotional
esponsivity, followed by other tasks in counterbalanced order; only
ne of the other tasks is reported here.1 The Beck Depression
nventory II (BDI; Beck et al 1996) was administered following fMRI
ssessment to assess depressive severity.

pparatus
Either 34 or 30 3.2-mm slices were acquired parallel to the

nterior–posterior commissure line using a reverse spiral pulse
equence (3-T GE scanner, T2*-weighted images depicting blood
xygen level–dependent contrast; repetition time � 1500 msec,
cho time � 25 msec, field of view � 24 cm, flip angle � 60°),
ielding 12 whole-brain images per 18-sec trial. The change from
4 slices (21 control subjects, 19 depressed) to 30 slices (7 control
ubjects, 11 depressed) was to reduce scanner overheating and
ad no discernable effects on the obtained signal.

Stimuli were displayed in black on a white background via a
ack-projection screen (.88° visual angle). Responses were re-
orded using a Psychology Software Tools glove. Mappings of
love buttons to responses were counterbalanced across partic-
pants and displayed throughout the tasks (e.g., “YN” represent-
ng “Yes” on the index finger and “No” on the ring finger).

asks During fMRI Assessment
Personal Relevance Rating Task (PRRT). In 60 slow-event

elated trials, participants viewed a fixation cue (1 sec) followed
y a positive, negative, or neutral word (200 msec), followed by
mask (row of Xs; 10.8 sec). Participants pushed a button for
hether the word was relevant, somewhat relevant, or not

elevant to them or their lives, as quickly and accurately as they
ould. Participant-generated and normed words were used as in
ur previous studies of depression (Siegle et al 2001, 2002, 2003a,
ubmitted). Ten positive, 10 negative, and 10 neutral words
alanced for arousal, normed affect, word frequency, and word
ength were chosen using a computer program (Siegle 1994) that
rew words from the ANEW (Bradley and Lang 1997) master list.
efore the experiment, participants also generated “10 person-
lly relevant negative words that best represent what you think
bout when you are upset, down, or depressed,” “10 personally
elevant positive words that best represent what you think about
hen you are happy or in a good mood,” and “10 personally

elevant neutral (i.e., not positive or negative) words that best
epresent what you think about when you are neither very happy
or very upset, down, or depressed.”

Digit-Sorting. In 36 slow-event-related trials, participants
iewed a fixation mask (1 sec) followed by a set of three, four, or
ive digits (2 sec), followed by another fixation mask (5 sec).
hen, a “target” digit from the previously presented set appeared
10 sec). Participants were told that they should read the digits
rom left to right, put them in numerical order in memory, and
emember the middle digit in the sorted list. With four digits, the
igher of the middle digits was to be remembered. When the
arget appeared, they were to push a button indicating whether
he target was the remembered middle digit, as quickly and

The full battery of tasks, to be reported on in separate publications,
included a personal relevance rating task (described in the following
sections), a Stroop task, a cued-reaction-time task, an emotional
Stroop task (for a few participants), and an alternating digit-sorting/
emotion-identification task. Each of these tasks used emotional

words.

ww.sobp.org/journal
accurately as they could. Participants were asked not to use
strategies such as sorting the digits by moving their eyes on the
screen because we were examining the process of sorting items
in memory. This task selectively activated the DLPFC in a subset
of the healthy individuals in this study (Siegle et al 2003b).

Data Selection and Cleaning
Data Preparation. Harmonic means of reaction times were

calculated within subjects for each condition because harmonic
means minimize biasing effects of long reaction times better than
other measures of central tendency (Ratcliff 1993). Outliers
outside 1.5 times the interquartile range from the median were
rescaled to this threshold. fMRI analyses were conducted via
locally developed NeuroImaging Software (NIS) and AFNI (Cox
1996). Following motion correction using the six-parameter AIR
algorithm (Woods et al 1993), linear trends within runs were
removed to eliminate effects of scanner drift. Outliers � Md �
2.2IQR were replaced with Md � 2.2IQR. The fMRI data were
temporally smoothed (five-point middle-peaked filter), cross-
registered to a reference brain using the 12 parameter AIR
algorithm, and spatially smoothed (6-mm full width at half
maximum).

Anatomic Region Identification. The amygdala was identi-
fied anatomically in the functional data because it is small and
boundaries with functionally distinct regions (e.g., the hip-
pocampus) are hard to identify on functional scans. Anatomically
identified DLPFC and cingulate regions were not used because
they encompass large regions of potential functional heteroge-
neity and because relevant subregions are reliably differentiated
on exploratory analyses of tasks involving cognitive control and
emotional information processing.

Thus, the amygdala was traced on the reference brain’s
high-resolution structural MRI as in our previous studies in which
we have established adequate intra- and interrater reliability
(Siegle et al 2002; boundaries: posterior, the alveus of the
hippocampus; anterior, 2 mm from the temporal horn of the
lateral ventrical; superior, ventral horn of the subarachnoid space
[SS]; inferior, most dorsal finger of the white matter tract under
the horn of the SS; lateral, 2 mm from the surrounding white
matter; mesial, 2 mm from the SS).

Exploratory Region Identification. Data were analyzed for
trials with 50- to 5000-msec reaction times. For the digit-sorting
task only, correct trials were used. Random-effects whole-brain
voxelwise analyses of variance (ANOVAs) using subject as a
random factor, and group, scan, and valence as fixed factors
identified regions with significant group � scan or group � scan �
condition interactions subject to empirically derived contiguity
thresholding (Cox 1996) (p � .001 uncorrected; p � .05 cor-
rected). To control for temporal autocorrelation, anatomic and
empirically detected regions were further subjected to mixed-
effects analyses of percent-change using scan and condition as
repeated measures and subject as a random factor, assuming an
AR1 covariance structure using restricted maximum likelihood
estimation (REML). For the digit-sorting task regions were further
restricted to those in which the depressed, the control, or both
groups displayed higher activity in the five-digit than the three-
digit condition to eliminate differences solely in negative-going
responses.

Determination of Relationships Between Amygdala and
DLPFC Activity. To determine whether emotion-related amyg-
dala activity (9 sec following the onset of negative words on the

PRRT) and cognition-related DLPFC activity (9 sec following the
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nset of five-digit trials on the digit-sorting task) explained
nique variance in depression status, logistic regression was
mployed. This technique reveals unique and overlapping con-
ributions of continuous independent variables to variance in a
inary dependent variable.

To examine trial-independent relationships of DLPFC and
mygdala activity during emotional information processing,
agged cross-correlations within the PRRT in which z= trans-
ormed correlates were subjected to t tests for group differences
t each lag were used.

To examine associations between amygdala and DLPFC re-
ponses to negative words, functional canonical correlation (e.g.,
e et al 2004; Ramsay and Silverman 2005) was used. Functional

i.e., interpolated) versions of each participant’s amygdala and
LPFC trial-related responses were created, and a variant of the
anonical correlation between these functional responses was
omputed (as in Ramsay and Silverman 2005). Functionalizing
tep: the amygdalar and DLPFC percent-change responses for
ach trial for each individual was fit separately to a b-spline with
even basis functions. Only scans 2–8 were used because the
alues of the relative responses were always zero on the initial
can. This step converted the vector of seven responses for the
mygdala and DLPFC into a representation that smoothly varies
rom scan to scan. Canonical correlation step: to relate the
unctionalized versions of the amygdala and DLPFC time-series
ithin individuals, a variation of canonical correlation was used

n which the cost function penalizes the sum of the variance and
quared curvature in the resulting weighting functions, as in
quation 1, from (Ramsay and Silverman 2005, p. 206). Con-
training the canonical correlation by curvature yields two
mooth weighting functions, one for the amygdala and one for
he DLPFC, consistent with the slowly varying nature of the
emodynamic response.

(amw, pfcw) �

cov��amwami,�pfcw pfci�2

�var��amwami� � ��D2amw�2�� var��pfcw pfci� � ��D2pfcw�2�
(1)

ere, amw is the weight vector for the amygdala. ami refers to
ach amygdala waveform. Similarly, pfcw is the weight vector for
he DLPFC. pfci refers to each DLPFC waveform. � is smoothing

parameter, chosen via cross-validation, that describes the
xtent to which curvature constraint is emphasized. �D2amw �2
and �D2pfcw �2 represent the roughness or integrated squared
curvature of the amygdala and DLPFC response waveforms
respectively.

Results

Behavioral Data
Participants rated words consistent with their assigned cate-

gories, F (2,52) � 371.2, p � .005, �2 � .94, although depressed
individuals rated positive words as less positive than control
subjects, valence � group F (2,52) � 3.08, p � .05, �2 � .11
(Table 1). There were no main effects or interactions with group
or valence on PRRT reaction times (p � .15).

There were no group or condition-related effects on reaction
time for digit sorting; these were not expected because responses
were to targets occurring seconds after digit sorting was com-
pleted. There were also no main effects or interactions of group
or condition on signal detection rates, which were high (d = �
3.75; Table 1). Depressed individuals incorrectly answered non-
significantly more items as the conditions increased in difficulty,
whereas errors were uniform for control subjects, digits � group
linear contrast F (1,58) � 2.9, p � .09, �2 � .04.

The fMRI analyses were organized around the questions
described earlier.

1. Do unmedicated depressed individuals display increased
and sustained amygdala activity to negative words?

In the anatomically defined amygdala regions, depressed
participants displayed increased and sustained bilateral activity
to negative words compared with healthy participants on the
PRRT, group � scan: left: F (7,110.4) � 2.27, p � .03, �2 � .13,
right: F (7,108.2) � 4.8, p � .0005, �2 � .24 (Figure 1; significant
scans highlighted and listed in Table 2).

Figure 2 and Table 3 show multiple regions from the explor-
atory analyses that displayed significant group � scan or group �
scan � valence effects on the PRRT. As shown in Figure 2,
depressed individuals displayed increased sustained responses
relative to control subjects in multiple regions associated with
emotional and visual processing as well as depression. In
particular, depressed individuals displayed increased and sus-
tained left amygdala activity, compared with control participants,
that were not moderated by valence, group � scan: left:
F (7,466.42) � 5.07, p � .0005, �2 � .07.

Depressed individuals displayed increased and sustained
activity, particularly to negative versus neutral words com-

Figure 1. Personal relevance rating task: compari-
son of blood oxygen level– dependent signal in re-
sponse to negative words in the traced amygdala in
depressed and control participants. Highlighted re-
gions represent significant differences, dark � p �
.05, light � p � .1. The y axes represent % change
from a prestimulus baseline (scan 1). The x axis is
seconds, which varied between tasks. Depressed in-
dividuals displayed increased and sustained amyg-
dala activity to negative words throughout trials.
(Highlighted regions of significant differences
shown on Table 2, rows 1 and 6.)
www.sobp.org/journal
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ared to controls, in other regions associated with depression,
articularly a rostral anterior cingulate region (BA24; circled in
igure 2; significant group differences 9 –12 sec following
timulus onset, t (38) � �2.2, p � .04, D � 1.14%, d � �.69).
s other detected regions were not directly addressed by our
priori questions, they are not analyzed further in this
anuscript.

2. Do the same depressed individuals who display increased
amygdala activity following emotional stimuli also display
decreased DLPFC control?

DLPFC Group Differences During the Digit-Sorting Task.
igure 3 and Table 3 show regions from the exploratory analyses
hat displayed significant group � scan or group � scan �
ondition effects on the digit-sorting task. As shown in the circled
egion, depressed individuals displayed decreased activity rela-
ive to control participants in a left DLPFC region (middle frontal
yrus touching Brodmann’s area [BA] 9 and 46) that was not
ualified by the number of digits, group � scan F (11,874.5) �
.49, p � .0005, �2 � .06; group � scan � condition p � .87. Yet
he area under the curve in this region was particularly low in
epressed individuals in the five-digit condition, group � con-
ition F (2,1858.6) � 13.2, p � .0005, �2 � .01. Both groups
isplayed inverse hemodynamic responses in the amygdala (e.g.,
igure 3, right; scan main effect F (11,1738.1) � 11.3, p � .0005),
onsistent with cortical inhibition of the amygdala, but there
ere no main effects or interactions of group with scan or

able 2. Temporal Windows of Significant Effects Relative to Stimulus Ons

ask Effect Significant Differences

RRT 1. Group differences in
negative words

Anatomically defined left: 6.00 to
t(38) � �2.18, p � .04, D � �.

Anatomically defined right: 4.50 t
t(38) � �2.73, p � .01, D � �.

Empirically detected left: 6.00 to
t(38) � �2.57, p � .01, D � �.

2. Group difference in
negative words,
age-matched
subsamples

Anatomically defined left: nonsig
shown for correspondence o
9.00 sec:
t(31) � �1.44, p � .16, D � �

Anatomically defined right 4.50 t
t(31) � �2.35, p � .03, D � �.

Empirically detected left: 7.50 to
t(31) � �2.00, p � .05, D � �.

igit Sorting 4. Group differences in
five-digit condition

None

5. Group differences in
five-digit condition,
age-matched,
subsample

None

D � difference in means (%); d � Cohen’s effect size; PRRT, personal rele
Not bold type: p � .05. Bold: p � .1 if present; bold: p � .2 examined as
ondition (p � .2).

ww.sobp.org/journal
DLPFC Activity During the PRRT. Activity in the empirically
detected DLPFC region from the digit-sorting task was decreased
across conditions during the PRRT in the depressed group, group �
scan F (7,397.121) � 4.04, p � .0005, �2 � .06 as shown in Figure
4 and Table 2. There were no main effects or interactions with
condition, p � .5.

Relationship of Digit-Sorting DLPFC Activity to PRRT
Amygdala Activity. Although the groups showed expected
patterns on both tasks, indices of empirically identified amyg-
dala function on the PRRT and DLPFC function on the
five-digit condition of the digit-sorting task were weakly
related across subjects: r � �.05, p � .75; Yet logistic
regressions on group membership revealed independent con-
tributions for each index. Wald tests were used to test partial
regression coefficients (tests the ratio of beta to its standard
error). For the empirically detected PRRT-left-amygdala re-
gion, B(SE) � 6.11(3.0), Wald(1) � 4.18, p � .04; digit sorting,
left DLPFC: B(SE) � �3.94(2.03), Wald(1) � 3.77, p � .05. The
variables explained group membership, 	2(2) � 10.5, p �
.005, but did not interact, p � .54. As shown in Figure 5,
compared with depressed participants, control subjects dis-
played higher DLPFC activity during digit sorting and lower
amygdala activity during the PRRT; no depressed participants
had amygdala activity in the sample’s lower quartile and
DLPFC activity in the upper quartile, 	2(2) � 4.5, p � .03.
17/18 depressed participants displayed DLPFC activity lower
than the control subjects’ median. Of these, 11/17 also dis-

gdala Significant Differences: DLPFC

sec:
� �.69

Empirically detected left from digit sorting task: 7.50 to
10.50 sec: t(38) � 1.95, p � .06, D � .06%, d � .62

50 sec:
� �.86
sec:
� �.81
ant effect
ct size: 6.00 to

d � � .50
0 sec:

� �.82
sec:
� �.70

Empirically detected left from digit sorting task: 4.50 to
10.50 sec t(31) � 2.04, p � .05, D � .06, d � .71

Empirically detected left: 4.50 to 18.00 sec: t(54) � 3.44,
p � .005, D � .11, d � .92

Anatomically defined left: 4.50 to 18.00 sec:
t(54) � 3.65, p � .005, D � .11, d � .98

Anatomically defined right: 4.50 to 9.00 sec:
t(54) � 2.18, p � .03, D � .07, d � .58

15.00 to 18.00 sec: t(54) � 2.84, p � .01, D � .08,
d � .76

Empirically detected left: 3.00 to 18.00 sec: t(47) � 3.72,
p � .0005, D � .12, d � 1.07

Anatomically defined left: 4.50 to 18.00 sec:
t(47) � 3.66, p � .005, D � .12, d � 1.05

Anatomically defined right: 3.00 to 9.00 sec:
t(47) � 2.29, p � .03, D � .07, d � .66

15.00 to 18.00 sec: t(47) � 2.52, p � .02, D � .07,
d � .72

e rating task.
f planned contrasts to illustrate relevant effects sizes.
et

: Amy

9.00
06, d
o 10.
10, d
10.50
11, d
nific

f effe

.05,
o 12.0
09, d
10.50
11, d
played higher amygdala activity than control subjects’ median.
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his pattern is consistent with a model in which multiple
mpairments cluster.

3. Is there evidence of disruptions in the relationship of
amygdala and DLPFC function during emotional informa-
tion processing in depression?

For functional connectivity analyses, the empirically derived
eft DLPFC region from the digit-sorting task, and the anatomi-
ally defined left amygdala region were employed. We used the
natomically defined amygdala region because the empirically
efined region was small and we did not wish to capitalize on
haracteristics of the sample from which it was derived. The
A24 region identified on the PRRT was examined as a potential
ediator of observed effects.

Cross-Correlations on the PRRT. Left amygdala and left
LPFC activity generally had positive associations, though de-
ressed participants had marginally attenuated correlations of
LPFC activity with amygdala activity 3 to 6 sec later, t (37) �
.74, p � .09, d � .56 (Figure 6). Because stimulus-related
mygdala activity was more sustained in the depressed group,
ess variance was attributable to DLPFC activity. As such, when
ag-0 amygdala activity was accounted for, there were no group
ifferences in the later lags.

Functional Canonical Correlation on the PRRT. Figure 7
hows the mean correlation between the functional canonical
ovariates for each condition and group, along with tests of
roup differences. Control subjects displayed moderately corre-
ated variates suggesting that amygdala and DLPFC activity were
elated. Depressed participants displayed reduced correlations
etween the variates for positive and negative words, suggesting

igure 2. Personal relevance rating task: regions for which the time-course of
001, contiguity � 14 voxels (group � scan) or 16 voxels (group � scan � valen
can 9 sec following stimulus onset (reflecting sustained activity), and were
hat amygdala and DLPFC activity were not as strongly related in
emotional reactivity in depression. The same qualitative pattern
was observed when the empirically derived amygdala region
was used rather than the anatomically defined amygdala region,
Negative: rcontrol � .28, rdepressed � .19, t (38) � 1.07, p � .29,
Positive: rcontrol � .37, rdepressed � .27, t (37) � 1.14, p � .26,
Neutral: rcontrol � .18, rdepressed � .11, t (38) � .65, p � .52.

To suggest whether obtained results could reflect disruptions
in rostral anterior cingulate activity, functional canonical corre-
lations of amygdala and DLPFC activity with the empirically
detected BA24 region (in Figure 2) were examined. Functional
canonical correlations between the amygdala and rostral cingu-
late following negative words were moderately strong and were
marginally reduced in the depressed group, rcontrol � .46,
rdepressed � .36, Z � 1.54, p � .12. Connectivity of the DLPFC to
the rostral cingulate was quite strong and sharply reduced in the
depressed group rcontrol � .67, rdepressed � .52, Z � 3.1, p � .002.

Potential Mediation of Amygdala–DLPFC Relationships by
Rostral Cingulate Function on the PRRT. We examined vari-
ance in the amygdala/DLPFC relationship explained by BA24
activity on the PRRT using a mixed model. Mean sustained (last
three scans per trial) DLPFC activity in response to negative
words on the PRRT was the dependent variable and mean
sustained (last three scans per trial) amygdala and BA 24 activity
were independent variables. Trials were nested within subjects
(random factors). Amygdala activity explained significant varia-
tion in DLPFC activity when it was the only explanatory variable
in both depressed participants, t � 2.42, p � .02, R2 � .10, and
control participants, t � 5.37, p � .01, R2 � .25. When BA 24
activity was included, in depressed participants, amygdala activ-
ity no longer explained significant independent variation in

nses for depressed and never-depressed individuals differed consistently, p �
ontrasts to determine directionality were computed for negative words at the

ricted to those for which group differences were significant (p � .05).
respo
ce). C
DLPFC activity, t � .90, p � .37, sr2 � .01; BA 24 activity did

www.sobp.org/journal
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able 3. Regions Displaying Significant Group � Scan Differences in the 9-sec poststimulus-Onset Range on the PRRT and Digit-Sorting Tasks

ffect Depressed � Control Control � Depressed

RRT Group � Scan Subcallosal gyrus 126: 10,5,�12
BA 25 6: 6,4,�12

Insula 285: 45,5,�3; 23: 46,�5,2
BA 13 189: 45,5,�4; 8: 44,�5,2

Parahippocampal gyrus 86: �22,�5,�15; 313:�16,�32,�7;
209: 28,�31,�7

Superior temporal gyrus 1246: 53,1,�1,
BA 22 655: 52,1,0
BA 38 72: 47,7,�8

Culmen 516: �11,�36,�10; 8: 12,�31,�14
Lentiform nucleus 41: 15,7,�6
Hippocampus 119: 32,�29,�7
Amygdala 84: �22,�5,�15
Substantia nigra 55: �10,�20,�10
Lateral globus palidus 17: 14,7,�6
Nucleus accumbens 32: 13,7,�8
Putamen 19: 16,7,�6
BA 6 6: 52,�7,6
BA 19 14: �16,�42,�5
BA 21 58,�2,�2
BA 27 6: 27,�30,�5; 10:�11,�36,�1
BA 28 5: �20,�24,�10
BA 30 129: �15,�36,�5
BA 34 70: 10,4,�12
BA 35 57: �19,�25,�13; 19: �17,�30,�9

Fusiform gyrus 13: �44,�66,�11; 174:
34,�49,�8

BA 37 50 32,�46,�8
Inferior occipital gyrus 74: �40,�71,�5
Inferior temporal gyrus 65: �42,�71,1
Insula 10: �34,24,11
Parahippocampal gyrus 51: 33,�48,�7
Lingual gyrus 9: �20,�84,2

BA 18 18: �44,�76,�9; 98: �28,�94,8
BA 19 108: �43,�71,�8; 11: 33,�46,�6; 9:

�33,�92,8
Middle occipital gyrus 376: �44,�71,�8; 134:

�41,�74,2; 202:�27,�94,8
Inferior frontal gyrus 155: 36,30,4; 31:

�36,26,8
Middle frontal gyrus 10 34,50,�2; 13:

37,47,�2
BA 10 4: 34,50,�1; 38,47,�1

BA 45 5 33,25,5

RRT Group � Scan � Valence Anterior cingulate 10: 6,13,�10; 253: �3,36,13
BA 24 49: �2,33,14
BA 25 8: 6,13,�10
BA 27 4: �26,�30,�4; 6: �22,�33,�2
BA 32 144: �3,37,13

Parahippocampal gyrus 247: �26,�34,�5
Superior temporal gyrus 36: 66,2,5
Middle frontal gyrus 52: �33,7,49; 27: �22,14,54;

517: �23,�5,58
Postcentral gyrus 756: �24,�31,59

BA 2 59: �29,�35,60
BA 3 334: �24,�30,59
BA 5 33: �28,�37,60

Precentral gyrus 27: 66,3,6; 536: �23,�23,59; 4: 21,�21,60
BA 4 276: �22,�26,59
BA 4 8: �8,�12,54

Superior frontal gyrus 64: �9,32,44; 260: �19,13,54
BA 6 7: 64,2,6; 573 �22,0,56; 43: �33,6,49
BA 6 15: 13,�10,56
BA 8 5: �11,31,42
BA 9 8: �4,54,15; 21: 5,49,18

Medial frontal gyrus 7: �2,66,7; 10: �5,54,15; 29: 5,49,18; 82:
�10,34,40; 129: �9,�15,55; 24: 13,�10,56

Hippocampus 268: �29,�32,�5; BA 36 4: � 31,�32,�10

Middle temporal gyrus 30: 64,�51,5
BA 21 19: 65,�51,5

Superior occipital gyrus 10: 34,�84,28
BA 19 2: 34,�84,28

Cuneus 2: 33,�85,28

igit Sorting Group � Scan Middle frontal gyrus 15: 30,�16,44
Postcentral Gyrus 5: 52,�10,48; 9: 51,�15,51

BA 43 2:59, �7,22
Precentral gyrus 409: 62,�5,26; 8: �53,0,22; 10:�57,0,24; 8:

81,�16,44; 257: 50,�7,48; 5: 51,�15,51
BA 4,109: 62,�5,23; 4: 31,�17,44; 121: 51,�8,48
BA 6 6: �53,0,22; 94: 65,�5,28; 8: �57, 1,24; 6: 58,�4,30;

14: 51,�4,48

Inferior frontal Gyrus 60: �46,16,24; 155:
�46,8,31

Precuneus 336: �17,�61,40
BA 7: 46; �18,�65,34; 9: �18,�60,44

Middle frontal gyrus 1063: �40,20,28
BA 9: 380: �45,11,32
BA 46: 66: �45,20,24
BA 6: 22: �42,4,35
Precentral gyrus 101: �41,6,35

ww.sobp.org/journal
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xplain significant variation, t � 3.21, p � .01, sr2 � .09,
uggesting that BA 24 activity mediated the functional relation-
hip between amygdala and DLPFC. Similarly, for control partic-
pants, although the amygdala explained 25% of the variation in
ustained DLPFC activity when it was entered alone, it explained
nly 3% of the independent variation once BA 24 was entered,
� 3.72, p � .01; BA 24 again explained independent variance
� 2.39, p � .02, sr2 � .12.

ensitivity Analysis: Age-Matched Subsamples and Anatomic
LPFC Region
To understand whether the obtained results were a function

f age differences between the groups, age-matched subsamples
ere examined by removing the four youngest control subjects
nd three oldest depressed participants from the sample. This
echnique yielded a nonsignificant age difference between
roups of under 3 years (PRRT: t (27.3) � �.71, p � .48, D �

igure 3. Digit-sorting task: (A) regions for which the time course of respo
igit sorting task, p � .001, contiguity � 12 voxels (group � scan) or 15
omputed for five digits at the scan 9 sec following stimulus onset (reflecti

able 3. (continued)

ffect Depressed � Co

igit Sorting Group � Scan �
Condition

Superior frontal gyrus 9: �5,45,46
BA 8 7: �4,45,46

Lentiform, nucleus 10: �16,7,�2
Putamen 10: �16,7,�2

For the digit-sorting task, regions are constrained to those in which at le
egions are specified as Name, Size (mm): Centroid Talairach x,y,z.

BA, Brodmann’s area; PRRT, personal relevance rating task.
ignificant, p � .05. The time series for an empirically derived left DLPFC region is
�2.5 years; digit sorting: t (46.5) � �1.0, p � .31, D � �2.9
years). The graphs for all explored contrasts were virtually
identical to those made for the full sample, and similar effect
sizes were observed (Table 2). For a comparison not tuned to this
sample, an anatomically defined DLPFC region was examined
using AFNI’s Talairach Atlas middle frontal gyrus mask from 5 �
z � 37, including lateral BA 9 and BA 46; decreased DLPFC
activity was again observed on the digit-sorting task.

Discussion

Unmedicated depressed and healthy individuals completed
cognitive (digit sorting), and emotional (personal relevance
rating of words) tasks. As in our previous study (Siegle et al
2002), depressed individuals displayed increased and sustained
amygdala activity for up to 15 sec in response to briefly pre-
sented (250 msec) negative words compared with control sub-

or depressed and never-depressed individuals differed consistently on the
s (group � scan � condition). Contrasts to determine directionality were
ak activity) and were restricted to those for which group differences were

Control � Depressed

Anterior cingulate 7: 17,34,22
BA 32 5: 16,34,22

Middle temporal gyrus 80: �65, �19, �10
BA 21 60: �65,�19,�10

Inferior frontal gyrus 9: �57,10,32; 8:
�53,7,32

Cingulate gyrus 6: 13,�39,30; 49: �5,�26,37
Inferior parietal lobule 8: 30,�37,55
Middle frontal gyrus 30: 46,49,18;

9: �50,10,35; 27: �38,9,38; 9: �42,8,41
BA 9 9: �57,10,32; 8 �53,7,32; 4: �50,10,35
BA 6 46: 8,�28,55
BA 10 4: �8,51,10; 22: 47,49,18

Paracentral Lobule 30: 10,�36,52;
61: 8,�28,55; 9: 13,�34,55

Medial Frontal Gyrus 7: �8,51,9; 7: 17,32,36;
10: 10,�27,55

BA 5 6: 10,�36,52
BA 31 27: �5,�26,39
BA 40 7: 31,�37,55

e group displayed greater activity in the five- than three-digit condition. All
nses f
voxel
ng pe
ntrol

ast on
shown. (B) Time-series in the traced amygdala region.
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ects, who displayed little amygdala activity on the task. De-
ressed participants also displayed decreased DLPFC activity on
oth tasks. These data support our primary hypotheses that
epression involves increased and sustained amygdala activity,
hich could be associated with increased emotional reactivity, as
ell as decreased function in brain regions subserving executive

ontrol and potentially initiating emotion regulation.
Most depressed individuals displayed decreased DLPFC activ-

ty; sustained amygdala reactivity was present for just a subset.
hese data suggest that abnormal DLPFC function does not,
lone, lead to dysregulation of amygdala reactivity in depres-
ion. Yet the majority of depressed individuals displayed both
bnormalities, potentially suggesting they interact. For example,
ncreased tonic amygdalar activity may lead to decreased DLPFC

igure 5. Blood oxygen level-dependent responses on the personal rele-
ance task in the empirically detected dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)
egion from the digit-sorting task. Depressed individuals displayed de-
reased DLPFC activity compared with control subjects. (Regions of signifi-

ant group differences are described in Table 2, row 4.)

ww.sobp.org/journal
function in some depressed individuals. Other depressed indi-
viduals may not effectively recruit their DLPFC, independent of
emotional reactivity.

Amygdala activity decreased during digit sorting consistent
with the idea that cognitive processing, including DLPFC engage-
ment, regulates substrates of emotions. The positive relationship
between DLPFC and amygdala activity during the PRRT, along
with the fact that there was a hemodynamic response to emo-
tional words in the DLPFC but not the amygdala in control
subjects, could further support involvement of the DLPFC in
emotion regulation. As expected, DLPFC activity was less
strongly coupled with amygdala activity in depressed than
control participants, potentially because of increased tonic amyg-
dala activity in the depressed group.

Figure 4. Scatterplot of the relationship between
cognitive function (left dorsolateral prefrontal cor-
tex [DLPFC] recruitment during digit sorting) and
emotional reactivity (amygdala activity on the per-
sonal relevance rating task [PRRT]) . Each point rep-
resents a participant. Control participants clustered
at the top left suggest high levels of DLPFC and low
levels of amygdala activity relative to depressed
participants.

Figure 6. Cross-correlation of time series extracted from the traced left
amygdala and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) region (empirically
derived from the digit-sorting task), computed on the personal relevance
rating task (PRRT). Lags represent scans. Negative lags indicate relationships
between amygdala activity and subsequent DLPFC activity. Positive lags
represent relationships between DLPFC activity and subsequent amygdala

activity.
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Despite displaying decreased DLPFC activity, depressed par-
icipants did not display performance deficits in digit sorting.
otentially, depressed individuals can recruit enough executive
ontrol to accomplish explicit easy cognitive tasks but not
nough for concurrent emotion regulation, yielding an overall
ecrease in task related activity. Similar explanations have been
dvanced for decreased performance in “unfocused” memory
asks but not tasks in which attention is explicitly focused in
epression (Hertel and Rude 1991). It is also consistent with
indings of increased emotional biases and rumination during
ognitive dual tasks in depression (Wenzlaff et al 1988; Wenzlaff
nd Luxton 2003). Similarly, fMRI may be a more powerful
etector for problems in executive control than behavior on this
ask, supported by the marginal group � condition behavioral
ffect. Future research with more difficult cognitive tasks or
equiring explicit emotion regulation to complete cognitive tasks
ould test this hypothesis.

Another explanation is that depressed individuals’ task vigi-
ance decreased during the long interstimulus intervals (ISIs).
epressed individuals have displayed similar or increased
LPFC activity to that of control subjects in continuously de-
anding cognitive tasks (Barch et al 2003; Harvey et al 2005;
olmes et al 2005), whereas in the current task, involving longer

SIs, PFC deficits were observed. This explanation is consistent
ith decreased sustained physiological reactivity in an overlap-
ing subset of these depressed participants during a different

ong-ISI cognitive task, which we attributed to a similar mecha-
ism (Siegle et al 2004). Future research varying ISIs on a
ognitive task within an experiment could test this hypothesis.

Other explanations for depressed participants’ adequate per-
ormance but low PFC activity seem less plausible. For example,
epressed participants could have increased processing effi-
iency, yielding decreased DLPFC activity. Neither literature nor
ther data in this experiment support this explanation. Alterna-
ively, depressed individuals might use other brain regions to
ompensate for decreased DLPFC function. No brain regions
isplaying activity parametric with difficulty in depressed indi-
iduals had greater activity in depressed than control partici-
ants, although regions of the middle frontal gyrus superior and
osterior to the DLPFC and areas of the precentral gyrus,
rimarily BA 6 and BA 4, were more active for depressed than
ontrol participants during digit sorting, possibly signifying com-

ensatory activity.
Exploratory analyses revealed a network of brain structures
associated with cognitive and emotional information processing
other than the amygdala and DLPFC. In particular, activity in BA
24 increased in response to negative words in depressed indi-
viduals (who also display decreased BA 24 activity during the
five-digit condition; F � 6.7, p � .01). Brodmann’s area 24 has
been implicated in emotion regulation and accounted for the
majority of variance in the observed relationships between
sustained amygdala and DLPFC activity. Thus, abnormal BA 24
activity could reflect a greater need for emotion regulation in
depression, consistent with the low level of amygdala reactiv-
ity in the control subjects during the PRRT. Indices of func-
tional connectivity between BA 24 and both the amygdala and
DLPFC were reduced in depression, potentially reflecting
inefficient communication between these structures. Poten-
tially then, apparent deficits in emotion regulation stem from
impaired functional relationships between the DLPFC and
structures more proximally responsible for regulating the
amygdala. In this sense, decreased DLPFC activity during digit
sorting and decreased PRRT BA 24–DLPFC functional connec-
tivity may reflect multiple convergent mechanisms for dis-
rupted emotion regulation.

This study had multiple limitations. The groups differed in
age, although subsamples that were better age matched yielded
comparable effects. The PRRT always followed the digit-sorting
task, and because of time limitations, not all participants com-
pleted each task. These features could have led to biased results
or task-order effects, although such effects are unlikely because
observed task-related effects were somewhat independent (Fig-
ure 4). In addition, the PRRT was administered among other
emotional and cognitive information processing tasks employing
emotional words, which could have affected responses during
the PRRT. Participants had completed these tasks previously,
which could have reduced novelty and introduced practice
effects. Finally, because the PRRT did not elicit amygdala activity
in the healthy participants, this task may be appropriate for
demonstrating group differences but may not be appropriate for
examining aspects of emotional reactivity mediated by the
amygdala in healthy individuals.

Although our previous similar study of primarily medicated
patients (Siegle et al 2002) showed specificity of sustained
amygdala activity to negative information, this study of unmedi-

Figure 7. Mean correlation among functional ca-
nonical covariates for amygdala and dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) activity for each condi-
tion, for each group, on the personal relevance
rating task (computed as the inverse Fisher z= trans-
form of the mean of the z=-transformed correla-
tions). Relationships were significantly reduced for
negative and positive words in the depressed group
compared with control subjects.
cated patients found sustained amygdala activity to positive,

www.sobp.org/journal
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egative, and neutral words. Our peripheral physiologic studies
uggest similar differences between medicated (Siegle et al
003a) and unmedicated depressed patients (Siegle et al 2001,
ubmitted). Potentially, both groups engage in elaborative pro-
essing of negative information; unmedicated depressed individ-
als also make negative elaborative associations with a broader
et of stimuli (as in Hamilton and Abramson 1983). Thus, as
uggested by our computational models (Siegle 1999, 2002), an
nmedicated depressed participant confronted with the word
pen” might initially judge it as neutral but then consider
ersonal associations with pens (e.g., “a pen once leaked in my
ocket during an interview, and I wasn’t hired. I’m a failure.”).
he tasks’ long interstimulus interval could encourage such
laborative rumination.

Together these results suggest that disruptions in cognitive
nd emotional information processing are integral to the expe-
ience of depression. In particular, depression is characterized by
ecreased engagement in slowly presented executive control
asks and sustained processing of emotional information. The
dea that these mechanisms may interact during emotional
rocessing but that emotional information processing biases are
ot present in all depressed individuals may be important for
uture research geared toward understanding subtypes of unipo-
ar depression. Each mechanism may be amenable to different
argeted interventions.
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fMRI data from a subset of control participants on the
igit-sorting task was published in an fMRI methods article
Siegle et al 2003b). fMRI data from a subset of control subjects
nd depressed participants on the personal relevance rating task,
xamined only in relation to recovery in cognitive therapy, has
een also been published (Siegle et al 2006).
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